
 There is one quirk in 1970’s performance practice that I must address.  In the original edition 
there appear these measures: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note that the two measures are repeated 
change in the piece is executed.  While this is as it appears in the original manuscript, many performers 
changed the repeat to follow the rest of the piece:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 I have great faith in Sr. Vill
correctly engrave from manuscript for the greater part. I include these paragraphs to indicate what many 
noted performers played (and, indeed, a ‘correction’ my teacher Albert Valdés
The reader may incorporate or discard as he or she may wish.  
  
 
 
 

The final three measures of this etude offer the guitarist a challenge and a great opportunity.  The 
challenge?  Deciphering and executing the harmonics as indicate
perform a truly lovely finale to this extraordinary piece of music.
is purely one of notation. While I find the Max Eschig edition of the Etudes and Preludes to be definitive, 
they were engraved during a different age.  Note the way strings are indicated 
This is can be justified to be an ambiguous method to indicate strings as it does not take into account that 
the guitar may be tuned to an alternate tuning
such an instance, it would be misleading. [For example, if the guitar were to be tuned in drop D tuning, 
how would the performer know quickly

  
A more modern way of indicating the correct harmonic and where it should be played would be 

to engrave the passage as shown below 
in most modern editions containing similar passages.
once one is acclimated with the method.  The diamond shaped note
would have been at that fret – NOT the pitches produced (or even an octave variant thereof.)  This takes a 

There is one quirk in 1970’s performance practice that I must address.  In the original edition 

Note that the two measures are repeated across the chord change rather than individually as every other 
change in the piece is executed.  While this is as it appears in the original manuscript, many performers 
changed the repeat to follow the rest of the piece: 

I have great faith in Sr. Villa-Lobos’ compositional skills as well as Max Eschig Editions’ staff to 
correctly engrave from manuscript for the greater part. I include these paragraphs to indicate what many 
noted performers played (and, indeed, a ‘correction’ my teacher Albert Valdés-Blain, made to my copy.)  
The reader may incorporate or discard as he or she may wish.   

The final three measures of this etude offer the guitarist a challenge and a great opportunity.  The 
challenge?  Deciphering and executing the harmonics as indicated.  The opportunity?  A chance to 
perform a truly lovely finale to this extraordinary piece of music.  The first stumbling block to overcome 
is purely one of notation. While I find the Max Eschig edition of the Etudes and Preludes to be definitive, 

re engraved during a different age.  Note the way strings are indicated – encircled capital letters. 
This is can be justified to be an ambiguous method to indicate strings as it does not take into account that 
the guitar may be tuned to an alternate tuning.  Of course, for this piece of music, the guitar is not, but in 
such an instance, it would be misleading. [For example, if the guitar were to be tuned in drop D tuning, 

quickly which d string the editor intended?]   

modern way of indicating the correct harmonic and where it should be played would be 
to engrave the passage as shown below – with encircled Arabic numerals and fret numbering as is found 
in most modern editions containing similar passages.  The Max Eschig engraving is very precise though, 
once one is acclimated with the method.  The diamond shaped note-heads indicate what the fretted pitches 

NOT the pitches produced (or even an octave variant thereof.)  This takes a 
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bit of mental imaging the first few times through.  I have included strings and fret indications over the old 
Eschig engraving. This could have been engraved with actual produced pitches, but I believe the reader 
will follow the numbers I have added correctly:
 

 
Many also substitute a harmonic ‘e’ at the twelfth fret in the penultimate chord to mirror the 

harmonic atop the final chord.  There 
cadence.  Timbre will decide for the performer which 
decide whether to observe the single harmonic or to either eliminate it or have 
harmonic ‘b’ capping their respective chords

A note on practice for this
this etude depends upon stringent practice at
quickly as speed disguises mistakes 
inaudible. Repetition of these ‘mistakes
correct in the ears of the performer and
memorized, an error is very difficult to forget!
constant, all accents can be executed to the 
incorporated as soon as the piece can be successfully completed at th
through accurate repetition at slow speeds.  Tempo should only increase as 
comfortable for the performer at the
practice technique and should be the 
is outside the purview of this article
 

tal imaging the first few times through.  I have included strings and fret indications over the old 
Eschig engraving. This could have been engraved with actual produced pitches, but I believe the reader 
will follow the numbers I have added correctly: 

any also substitute a harmonic ‘e’ at the twelfth fret in the penultimate chord to mirror the 
There is more than one possible fingering for those two final chords of the 

cadence.  Timbre will decide for the performer which is the better choice.  Choice of 
single harmonic or to either eliminate it or have both a harmonic 

pective chords 
this piece:  The key to musical and technically proficient 

practice at very slow tempo.  It is all too easy to ‘practice
quickly as speed disguises mistakes (accent, rhythm, and pitch as well as poor tone) making them 

mistakes’ will reinforce the error, make the erroneous reading sound 
ears of the performer and—possibly the worst aspect—be very hard to correct.  Once 

very difficult to forget! Practice the etude slowly enough that the
an be executed to the performer’s taste and according to plan.  Dynamics should be 

incorporated as soon as the piece can be successfully completed at the slowest tempo.   Speed 
at slow speeds.  Tempo should only increase as the piece becomes 

comfortable for the performer at the level of the previous tempo increase.  This is just common sense 
practice technique and should be the method used with any new repertoire and to dwell more o 
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